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Abstract

In this work, the bioabsorbable materials, namely fibroin, polylactide acid (PLA),

magnesium, and magnesium oxide are investigated for their application as transient,

resistive temperature detectors (RTD). For this purpose, a thin‐film magnesium‐

based meander‐like electrode is deposited onto a flexible, bioabsorbable substrate

(fibroin or PLA) and encapsulated (passivated) by additional magnesium oxide layers

on top and below the magnesium‐based electrode. The morphology of different

layered RTDs is analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. The sensor performance

and lifetime of the RTD is characterized both under ambient atmospheric conditions

between 30°C and 43°C, and wet tissue‐like conditions with a constant temperature

regime of 37°C. The latter triggers the degradation process of the magnesium‐based

layers. The 3‐layers RTDs on a PLA substrate could achieve a lifetime of 8.5 h. These

sensors also show the best sensor performance under ambient atmospheric

conditions with a mean sensitivity of 0.48Ω/°C ± 0.01Ω/°C.
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INTRODUCTION

Monitoring the parameters of internal and complex wounds often

requires implantable sensor devices, which need to be extracted after

their operational time, to exclude chronic issues and long‐term

consequences, such as biofouling or foreign body response. [1, 2]

These additional surgeries add stress and risk to the patient, and an

additional burden to the healthcare system. [3]

For this reason, bioabsorbable sensor devices have become a

focal point of modern medical research. Here, the sensor should be

completely absorbable by the body after a certain period of time and

composed of bioabsorbable functional materials, which enable direct

contact with biological interfaces. [4, 5] In addition, the used

materials are not permitted to be toxic or to cause any immunologi-

cal, physiological or mutagenic effect. [6–10] Typical biocompatible

materials for implantable sensors are, for example, gold and platinum

as well as polymers such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), polylactide

acid (PLA), poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA), chitosan, and fibroin. [11–19]

Being at the same time biodegradable, however, further limits the

materials in use. Nonetheless, only very few are considered

bioabsorbable and materials further offering suitable properties for

application as sensors in all due respects are still highly sought after.
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Recently, silk‐fibroin (prepared from the silk worm Bombyx mori) has

been suggested as material for green and bioabsorbable electronics.

[20, 21] It consists of two protein strands, namely sericin and fibroin. After

separation and purification of the biocompatible fibroin from the

potentially inflammation‐causing sericin, fibroin can be processed into a

variety of morphologies, like sponges, gels, powders, scaffolds, mem-

branes, or fibers. [22] Fibroin is often discussed as substrate material for

bioabsorbable electronics or an encapsulation to increase the bio-

compatibility of implantable devices. [22–27] A synthetic, commercially

available alternative to fibroin depicts PLA, which is synthesized from

starch (e.g., from corn, sugar cane, or potatoes). [28] A reasonable number

of biomedical studies deal with PLA as material for medical applications,

for example, for tissue engineering, drug carrier systems, cancer therapy,

skin and tendon regeneration, orthopaedic and dental devices, surgical

tools, and also as substrate material for (bio)sensors. [24, 29–33]

To functionalize these bioabsorbable polymers with metal‐type

electrodes, gold and platinum are commonly used, even though despite

their good biocompatibility for use as biomedical devices, they are not

bioabsorbable. [5, 34] In contrast, magnesium (Mg) and most of its alloys

and oxides (e.g., MgO) can be classified into bioabsorbable. Mg is an

abundant and even the fourth most common metal in humans, offering

mechanical properties comparable to cortical bones and showing a

fundamental role in metabolic processes, protein synthesis, muscle

functions, or bone growth. [35–38] In the human body, Mg dissolves

completely without toxic by‐products. [39] Therefore, it is being

considered a bioabsorbable implant material. [37, 38, 40, 41] The

hydrolysis rate of Mg depends on environmental conditions and can be

controlled by specific alloying. [42, 43] A number of studies have shown

that the Mg alloying systemWE43 comprising 4wt% yttrium and 3wt%

Rare Earths (such as neodymium, cerium, or dysprosium) positively

influences mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. [41, 44, 45]

Yet, the hydrolizability of Mg was used to fabricate a series of

bioabsorbable electronic components such as an inductor, capacitor, or

resistor on silk fibroin. [46] The electronic components are based on Mg

or Silicon as conducting path and MgO as dielectric material, deposited

onto a fibroin substrate, and could be dissolved within 10min. Alloying

Mg can enhance the durability of such transient electronics. This way, a

Mg‐Zn‐Ca nanofilm as material for flexible and stretchable electronic

components, like MOSFETS (metal‐oxide‐semiconductor field‐effect

transistor), capacitors, inductors and diodes, was introduced. [47] Further

examples of sensor devices imply a multilayer piezoelectric force sensor

made of PLA and Mg, [48] an optical sensor, utilizing Mg plasmonic

structures that can be applied on human skin, [49] an implanted Mg

electrode as impedance sensor for the detection of gastrointestinal

anastomotic leaks, while the degree of hydration for future wound

monitoring could be investigated using a Silicon electrode with Mg

interconnects. [50, 51] Therefore, Mg shows a potential fit with silk

fibroin for the provision of bioabsorbable electronics. As an example,

fibroin‐coated MgO nanospheres were evaluated as contrast agent for

bioimaging applications to study cells under a wide‐field fluorescence

microscope. [52] Moreover, soluble transistors and mechanical energy

harvester were created by combining Mg and fibroin (as well as Zinc

oxide and MgO) to develop new classes of thin‐film electronics. [53]

The positive temperature coefficient of Mg can be exploited for

designing a resistive temperature detector (RTD), which could be used,

for example, to monitor the temperature of a healing wound. Wound

temperatures represent a crucial parameter during the wound healing

process. It has been reported that the wound temperature increases to

counteract inflammation, while the temperature may decrease when

blood circulation to the wound is blocked. [2]

Recently, a Mg electrode surrounded by a layer of Si3N4 and SiO2,

and encapsulated by Ecoflex was used to create a flexible temperature

sensor, having a linear range from 20°C up to 50°C and a stable operation

time of 1 day. [54] Although Ecoflex is indicated as bioabsorbable

polymer, since deteriorating under industrial compost plant conditions

within a few weeks, [54–56] only a few studies considering biomedical

applications under physiological conditions exist [57–60]: In these

experiments the possibility of hydrolyzing Ecoflex could be shown,

however, these studies mainly highlighted the use of Ecoflex for

bioabsorbable implants instead of material for sensing devices.

In our work, we focus on the development of a fully bioabsorbable

RTD for biomedical applications, utilizing fibroin, and PLA as substrate

materials, Mg as meander‐type resistor structure and MgO as encapsula-

tion layers. Different sensor setups with different layer arrangements

are studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as resistance

measurements. The sensor performance is characterized in a temperature‐

controlled chamber between 30°C and 43°C for 56 h, both under ambient

atmospheric conditions and in a phosphate buffer solution (PBS)‐soaked

hydrogel at a constant physiological temperature of 37°C.

EXPERIMENTAL PART

Materials

Glycerol (99.5%), ethanol (99%), disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate

(analytical grade), and sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate

(analytical grade) were purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich. The medical grade

magnesium alloyWE43MEOwas further used as target for physical vapor

deposition and provided by the manufacturer (Meotec GmbH), while the

magnesium oxide was bought from Evochem Advanced Materials GmbH.

Medical grade silk fibroin solution (PureSilk®) was provided by the

manufacturer (Fibrothelium GmbH) and polylactide acid foil (BoPLA NTSS,

50µm) was purchased from Pütz GmbH + Co. Folien KG. The hydrogel

“Neoheal” was ordered from Kikgel Sp. Z o.o. The temperature

characterization experiments were performed in an ibidi stage top

incubation system blue line from ibidi GmbH in combination with a

universal analog input module (NI9219) from National Instruments or a

delphin expert logger from Delphin Technology AG. The platinum‐based

RTD (Pt100, Nr. 181390) was purchased from Conrad Electronic SE.

Preparation of the silk fibroin membrane

The silk fibroin membrane was prepared under cleanroom conditions

at 21°C. The fibroin membrane consisted of a mixture of 2 vol.‐eq.
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PureSilk® solution (8 wt%), 1 vol.‐eq. ethanol (50 vol%) and 1 vol.‐eq.

triol (3 vol%). Ten milliliters of the mixture was casted into a petri dish

and dried on the working bench until complete solidification. The

dried membrane was carefully removed from the surface and the

brittle edges (0.5 cm) were removed to obtain a flexible, transparent

membrane with a diameter of 9 cm and a thickness of around

160 µm. Further details of membrane preparation can be found

elsewhere. [5, 23, 24]

Fabrication of the magnesium‐based resistive
temperature sensor on bioabsorbable substrate

The Mg‐based RTD consisted of different layer arrangements of Mg and

MgO on top of the bioabsorbable substrate (fibroin or PLA), see Figure 1,

top row. Note, the different setups are named according to the number

of layers on the bioabsorbable substrate: substrate +Mg= “1‐layer

system”; substrate +Mg+MgO= “2‐layers system”; and substrate +

MgO+Mg+MgO= “3‐layers system”.

The meander‐shaped electrode was fabricated by physical vapor

deposition using a steel shadow mask in a UNIVEX 250 PVD system

from Leybold GmbH. The MgO layers were deposited correspond-

ingly but without the shadow mask. This way, the entire substrate

surface or electrode surface and electrode flanks were covered by

MgO (see Figure 1, 2‐layers system, and 3‐layers system).

The contact pads of the 2‐layers system and 3‐layers system were

covered with adhesive tape during evaporation of the top MgO layer.

Each RTD consisted of four contact pads of 2 × 2mm (for 4‐wire

measurement) and a 109.5mm long meander structure. The layer

thickness of the Mg resistor was 200 nm and around 400 nm for the

MgO protective layers. The substrates had a thickness of 160µm (fibroin)

and 50µm (PLA). Figure 1 (middle, bottom) depicts top‐view microscopic

images of the different layer arrangements after fabrication.

Measurement protocol for the characterization of
magnesium‐based RTDs under ambient atmospheric
conditions

The characterization of the Mg‐based RTDs under ambient atmo-

spheric conditions was performed in an ibidi‐chamber (Figure 2,

yellow) and recorded with a NI (National instrument) card or Delphine

data logger.

The resistors (one example marked in Figure 2 as green box)

were connected in a 4‐wire configuration to the measuring devices

via a zero insertion force connector (ZIF, Bürklin GmbH & Co KG); see

F IGURE 1 Top: schematic cross section (not to scale) of magnesium‐based resistive temperature detector (RTD) with different layers of
magnesium (WE43MEO) and magnesium oxide (MgO) on bioabsorbable substrates from silk fibroin and polylactide acid. Middle and bottom:
microscopic images of the different layer systems for magnesium‐based RTDs on the substrates PLA and fibroin. The black scale bar
equals 2 mm.
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Figure 2 (one example marked in red). The RTDs (up to six sensors)

were mounted on a self‐constructed 3D‐printed sample holder

(Figure 2, gray) in the ibidi‐chamber, including an additional platinum

temperature sensor (Pt100) for reference (blue box).

The sensor characterization was done by recording the resistance

over time for 56 h with dynamic temperature variations between 30°C

and 42.9°C (in 0.3°C steps every 10min). This range includes the body's

core and extremity temperatures as well as temperatures considered

pathological or even lethal. One temperature cycle (from lowest to

highest temperature and vice versa) took around 14 h.

Measurement protocol for the characterization of
magnesium‐based RTDs under tissue‐like conditions

The characterization of the Mg‐based RTDs under tissue‐like

conditions was also performed in the climate chamber (Figure 3).

Here, the sensors were placed between two hydrogel layers in

contact with a phosphate buffer reservoir below. The temperature

was kept constant at 37°C, monitoring the resistance over time. For

this experiment, the ibidi‐chamber was modified by a self‐designed

3D‐sample holder consisting of a 3D‐printed phosphate buffer

reservoir (Figure 3, yellow) with an external tube connector

(Figure 3, gray) for refilling, and a 3D‐printed cage‐like sample holder

to keep the sensor and hydrogel in place (Figure 3, blue). The cage‐

like structure of the sample holder allowed the hydrogel to remain

hydrated throughout the experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scanning electron microscopy analysis of the
magnesium‐based RTDs on bioabsorbable substrates

The thin‐film Mg‐based RTDs on bioabsorbable substrates of silk fibroin

and PLA, with different layer arrangements, were characterized by

F IGURE 2 Opened climate chamber for magnesium‐based RTD characterization under ambient atmospheric conditions. A 3D‐printed
sample holder (gray) is placed on top of the heated plate (yellow) of the ibidi‐chamber to fix the ZIF‐connectors in position. The ZIF‐connectors
(red) connect the magnesium‐based RTDs (green) with the measuring device (not shown). Furthermore, a commercial Pt100 (blue) serves as a
reference temperature sensor.

F IGURE 3 Opened climate chamber for magnesium‐based RTD characterization under tissue‐like conditions. The heated plate (green) of the
ibidi‐chamber was modified by a 3D‐printed phosphate buffer reservoir (yellow) connected to a syringe (not shown) via a flexible tube (gray) to
refill the reservoir during experiments. A cage‐like 3D‐printed sample holder (blue) was placed on top of the phosphate buffer reservoir. Inside
this cage are two layers of hydrogel with the magnesium‐based RTD in between. The cage‐like structure allows direct contact between the
hydrogel and the phosphate buffer solution, so that the hydrogel remains hydrated during the experiment.
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F IGURE 4 SEM images of the different layer systems on PLA (top) and silk fibroin (bottom) in (a) top view on 1‐layer system (left) and
3‐layers system (middle), and (b) cross‐sectional view (right) of the 3‐layers system on PLA and fibroin, respectively. The black scale bar indicates
1 µm. Mg, WE43MEO alloy; MgO, magnesium oxide; PLA, polylactide acid.

F IGURE 5 Resistance over time measurements for magnesium‐based RTDs with different layer systems (black: 1‐layer system; red: 2‐layers
system; green: 3‐layers system; blue: Pt100) on bioabsorbable substrates PLA (a) and silk fibroin (b) between 30°C and 42.9°C in 0.3°C steps
under ambient atmospheric conditions. The left column overviews the measurement over four cycles (56 h), whereas the right column shows a
magnification of the second cycle (from hour 14 to 28) of the 3‐layers system. The inlets give an exemplary detailed view on the 0.3°C
temperature steps of the 3‐layers system and the reference Pt100 signal, with axes matching the color. The magnification areas are depicted by
black rectangles.
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL, JSM‐7800F) with an applied

acceleration voltage of 5.0 kV. The SEM images in Figure 4 address the

top view (a) and the cross‐sectional view (b) of the different layer

systems on PLA (first row) and fibroin (second row).

The top‐view images reveal a distinct, scaly‐type morphology of

the RTD surface on both substrates. For the 1‐layer system (Figure 4,

left), a grain size diameter of about 500 nm was found (more

pronounced for fibroin as substrate material), while the additional

MgO layers for the 3‐layers systems result in a much smoother RTD

surface without any clear fragmentation into single grains (Figure 4,

middle). On the other hand, the 3‐layers system, deposited onto

fibroin shows individual, broken areas, which might increase the

subsequent sensor degradation rapidly (see, also Section Characteri-

zation of magnesium‐based RTDs on bioabsorbable substrates under

tissue‐like conditions). A similar flake‐like morphology for deposited

Mg layers as well as a grain‐size dependency on the layer thickness

was already discussed by other researchers, for example. [61]

The cross‐sectional view of the 3‐layers system utilizing PLA and

silk fibroin, respectively, is exemplarily presented in Figure 4 (right). The

images reveal the layer sequence of PLA/MgO (400 nm)/Mg (200 nm)/

MgO (440 nm) and fibroin/MgO (460 nm)/Mg (210 nm)/MgO (400nm),

representing typical layer thicknesses in this experiment.

Characterization of magnesium‐based RTDs on
bioabsorbable substrates under ambient atmospheric
conditions

The Mg‐based RTDs were studied under ambient atmospheric

conditions by recording the resistance over time for repeated heating

(up to 42.9°C) and cooling (down to 30°C) steps over at least four cycles

for 56 h with the two substrates PLA and silk fibroin (see Figure 5); to be

noted, measurements over several weeks were also possible utilizing

these sensor chips (data not shown). At least three sensors were studied

for each layer system. Considering a layer thickness of the Mg resistor

of 200 nm (see, Section Fabrication of the magnesium‐based resistive

temperature sensor on bioabsorbable substrate) and a temperature

coefficient α = 0.003K−1 for Mg, [62, 63] the typically achieved RTD

values of around 110Ω at 30°C correspond well with calculated

theoretical values of 160Ω, taking into account that here an alloy is

used and not pure Mg. Slight variations of absolute RTD values might be

explained due to thickness variations and irregularities within the

substrate layer (PLA, silk fibroin), which can lead to thickness deviations

in the deposited meander structures.

Figure 5 (left) exhibits exemplary measurement curves for the

RTDs with PLA (a) and fibroin (b) as substrate material. In addition,

F IGURE 6 Calibration plot for magnesium‐based RTDs with different layer systems on the bioabsorbable substrate PLA (a) and fibroin (b) for
cycle 2 under ambient atmospheric conditions between 30.3°C and 42.9°C in 0.3°C steps. The data display the mean value for each temperature
step from the heating and cooling part of the second cycle. (c) Sensitivity values for the RTDs on PLA (cyan) and silk fibroin (green) obtained from
a linear fit between 30.3°C and 42.9°C.
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the resistance of the Pt100 as a reference sensor was recorded, too.

All RTDs had nearly identical sensor characteristic with increasing/

decreasing the temperature in the measurement cycles. Figure 5

(right) shows a magnification of the 3‐layers system in cycle 2 with a

further zoom into the highest four temperature steps (42.0°C,

42.3°C, 42.6°C, 42.9°C) as inlet. Here, in both cases (RTD with PLA

[a], RTD with silk fibroin [b]), the data reveal distinguishable 0.3°C

temperature steps. The noisy, wavelike pattern of the sensor signal

can be related to the temperature control of the climate chamber

itself. Similar signal behavior was also recorded for the Pt100

reference sensor (data not shown). The hysteresis between the

heating and cooling part of cycle 2 for the 3‐layers system on fibroin

is 0.12Ω at 35.7°C (highest value) and 0.01Ω at 32.4°C (lowest

value), RTDs on PLA display the highest hysteresis values at 34.5°C

and 35.1°C with 0.75 and 0.16Ω, respectively, and the lowest value

with 0.01Ω at 36.6°C. A comparable hysteresis value of 0.77Ω at

34.5°C was also recorded by the Pt100 reference sensor of class B

accuracy (which was running parallel to the 3‐layers RTDs on PLA),

indicating the fluctuations and deviations in the climate chamber's

automated temperature control. Otherwise, the hysteresis of the

Pt100 sensor was always within the specification of its accuracy class

(class B).

The mean resistance value per temperature step is calculated for

cycle 2 as an example and the trend of these values is visualized by

means of linear regression in Figure 6a,b. All sensors, regardless of

F IGURE 7 Mean sensitivity values and standard deviations of all
measured magnesium‐based RTDs with different layer systems on the
bioabsorbable substrates PLA (left) and fibroin (right) for four cycles (C1,
C2, C3, C4). For a better comparison, the graph is set to a maximummean
sensitivity of 0.8Ω/°C. The value of the 2‐layers system on fibroin in
cycle 4 is (1.20 ±1.11) Ω/°C. N(PLA, 1‐layer system) = 3, N(PLA, 2‐layers
system) = 5, N(PLA, 3‐layers system) = 6, N(fibroin, 1‐layer system) =3, N
(fibroin, 2‐layers system) =3 and N(fibroin, 3‐layers system) = 3.

F IGURE 8 Comparative temperature data of magnesium‐based RTDs with different layer systems on PLA (a) + (c), and fibroin (b) + (d) with
measured temperature values of the Pt100 reference sensor of cycle 2 (top) and cycle 3 (bottom). The blue dotted line marks the diagonal line.
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the studied layer system, show a linear correlation between the mean

resistance and temperature. Figure 6c compares the resulting

sensitivities: RTDs on both substrates using the 2‐layer system

display the highest sensitivity values with 0.39Ω/°C (PLA as

substrate) or 0.48Ω/°C (silk fibroin as substrate).

Figure 7 summarizes the mean RTD sensitivities of all measured

sensor types (on PLA [left] and silk fibroin [right]) for each layer

arrangement (1‐layer system, 2‐layers system, 3‐layers system) for

cycle 1 to cycle 4 (C1, C2, C3, C4). The mean sensitivity values for

RTDs on PLA, independently of the studied layer system, remain

constant over all four measurement cycles. With increasing layer

number, the mean sensitivity increased from 0.18Ω/°C ± 0.03Ω/°C

to 0.27Ω/°C ± 0.01Ω/°C and 0.48Ω/°C ± 0.01Ω/°C for the 1‐layer,

2‐layers, and 3‐layers system. One possible explanation for this

behavior might be an occurring thermal annealing effect of the Mg

electrode layer during the deposition process of the top MgO layers.

Annealing of Mg can improve its conductivity, but also other

properties, like hardness and thermal conductivity, can be influenced

by the annealing process. [64, 65]

In contrast, the sensitivity of RTDs on bioabsorbable silk

fibroin exhibited pronounced fluctuations, especially for the

2‐layers system. The mean sensitivities are 0.22Ω/°C ± 0.01

Ω/°C (1‐layer system), 0.59Ω/°C ± 0.43Ω/°C (2‐layers system)

and 0.18Ω/°C ± 0.05Ω/°C (3‐layers system). Variations are

probably induced by the strong swelling behavior of silk fibroin.

[24] For example, the used fibroin composition can absorb up to

50% of its own weight in aqueous solutions. Therefore, it can be

assumed that fibroin will shrink significantly under high vacuum

during the evaporation process of the electrode/encapsulation

material. This could finally result in damaging the Mg electrode

during the rehydration process, which will negatively influence

the sensor performance. Small cracks in the MgO surface can be

observed in the SEM image in Section Scanning electron

microscopy analysis of the magnesium‐based RTDs on bioabsorb-

able substrates, Figure 4.

To assign the RTD values to the actual temperature, all sensors

were calibrated to the first measurement cycle, according to the

following equation:

F IGURE 9 Dyeing a piece of hydrogel with cresyl‐blue staining solution for 3 h (top row). The piece of hydrogel was cut in half to prove the
uniformly stained cross section. Bleaching of the hydrogel by using deionized water (bottom row). After 42 h, no visible sign of the stain
remained. The scale bar equals 2 mm.
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R T R α T T( ) = [1 + × ( − )],T T 00 0 (1)

with R(T): temperature‐dependent resistance [Ω], RT0: electrical

nominal resistance at T0 (here, 0°C) [Ω], αT0: linear temperature

coefficient at T0 [1/K] (0.003 K−1),T: Temperature [°C] and T0

reference temperature [°C], here 0°C.

In Figure 8, the converted temperature data is plotted against

values of the reference Pt100 (class B) for the second and third cycle

for all RTDs. The blue dashed line visualizes the corresponding

diagonal match between the measured RTD values and reference

values of the Pt100. Regardless of the studied layer system, all

sensors (on both PLA and fibroin) coincided the diagonal line. This

behavior was observed for all measurement cycles. For all studied

sensors (N = 18) in this experiment, there has been a slight variation

(i.e., typical for thin‐film resistors) of the α values with

α = 0.0029 K−1 ± 0.00024 K−1.

In summary, it can be concluded that Mg‐based RTDs on

bioabsorbable substrates are capable of monitoring temperature

under ambient atmospheric conditions, independently of the chosen

layer setup. PLA‐based sensors could easily operate within the period

of study (56 h). Fibroin‐based sensors exhibited similar RTD

characteristics, however, especially the 2‐layers system was subject

to fluctuations and inferior stability when compared to the PLA

counterparts.

Characterization of magnesium‐based RTDs on
bioabsorbable substrates under tissue‐like conditions

Temperature monitoring after a surgery (to exclude e.g., inflam-

matory reactions) presumes a bioabsorbable RTD which can be

applied in vivo. Here, the sensors meet new challenges, like

mechanical stress by movement or pressure of the surrounding

tissue, which can influence the measurement results. In addition,

under tissue‐like conditions the biodegradation of the sensor is

triggered by two superposed mechanisms: (i) the substrate can be

degraded by enzymes in the human body (e.g., fibroin by protease),

causing the sensor to lose its structural integrity [4]; (ii) on the

other hand, the humid environment of the tissue leads to

hydrolysis of the meander‐type resistor structure itself. Comparing

these two steps showed that the hydrolysis of the Mg resistor is

much faster than the degradation of fibroin or PLA. Mg degrada-

tion can occur within a few hours (depending on the layer

thickness and the presence of protective layers, see e.g., [42]),

F IGURE 10 Exemplary time‐dependent resistance characteristics of magnesium‐based RTDs on PLA (left) and fibroin (right) in tissue‐like
environment at constant temperature of 37°C. (a) 1‐layer system, (b) 3‐layers system. The sensor operation time is calculated between the
addition of the first hydrogel layer and the moment of abrupt resistance rise.
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while degradation of fibroin or PLA requires at least several days

under optimal enzymatic conditions. [30, 66]

To mimic the scenario of an implantable RTD after surgery, the

sensors were tested under tissue‐like conditions: for the experi-

mental set‐up, two layers of hydrogel were used, where the particular

RTD was positioned in between. The hydrogel was synthesized in

ultrapure water and exposed to PBS pH 7.4 for 24 h before

measurement. The loading/unloading of the hydrogel was previously

tested using a stained PBS solution, see Figure 9, demonstrating a

good and homogeneous exchange (coloring/bleaching) within 3 h.

The Mg‐based RTDs were characterized at 37°C in the modified

climate chamber (see, also Figure 3). The operational time of the

RTDs was evaluated between the addition of the first layer of

hydrogel and that moment of measurement where the resistance

increased drastically, as exemplarily indicated in Figure 10. Regard-

less of the layer system chosen, RTDs on a PLA substrate always have

a significantly longer operational time than those on the fibroin

substrate. Furthermore, the lifetime of RTDs on both substrates (PLA,

silk fibroin) increases with increasing number of layers. The shorter

lifetime of the silk fibroin‐based RTDs can be explained by the water

uptake, [24] which leads to an expansion of the fibroin membrane

that possibly mechanically damages the deposited MgO layer. Cracks

would result in a shortcut in the aqueous environment to hydrolyze

the Mg‐based electrode. Furthermore, some water is always bound

within the polymer network of the fibroin membrane, which also

continuously degrades the resistance structure. PLA will presumably

exhibit the same mechanisms, but in a much weaker form, as this

material swells less strongly.

An additional layer of MgO on top of the Mg resistor on PLA

(2‐layers system) increased the operational time from about 60 s to

about 350 s (data not shown), and a further protective layer of MgO—

inserted between the electrode and the substrate (3‐layers system)—

yielded a significant increase in lifetime to approx. 8.5 h. In the case

of RTDs on the silk fibroin substrate, the different layer systems only

slightly enhanced the operational time of the sensor from originally

about 2 s to about 8 s.

In summary, the operational time of bioabsorbable Mg‐based

RTDs can be improved by adding MgO layers on top and below the

transient Mg‐based resistor layer. The experiments revealed a strong

impact of the chosen substrate material to the resulting operational

time: Mg‐based electrodes on a strongly swelling substrate, such as

fibroin, have an exceptionally short lifetime, whereas swelling

substrates, such as PLA, allowed monitoring of RTD values up

to 8.5 h.

CONCLUSIONS

Bioabsorbable, Mg‐based resistive temperature sensors with MgO

protective layers were fabricated on flexible and bioabsorbable

substrates (PLA and silk fibroin), using thin‐film technology. The

application of a shadow‐mask process can avoid the use of

harmful, nonbiocompatible chemicals, typically used in

photolithographic processes. The resulting sensors were charac-

terized under ambient atmospheric conditions ranging between

30°C and 43°C, covering the body's core and extremity tempera-

tures, as well as temperatures considered as pathological or even

lethal. All studied sensor systems (1‐layer system, 2‐layers system,

3‐layers system) could be measured for at least 56 h, indepen-

dently of the selected substrate.

Moreover, the influence of MgO protective layers to the

resulting operational time of the resistor was examined under

tissue‐like conditions. For this reason, the sensor was placed between

two layers of a phosphate buffer solution‐soaked hydrogel. It could

be observed, that a strong‐swelling substrate, like silk fibroin,

drastically reduces the operational time (in the range of seconds),

compared to a less‐swelling substrate such as PLA (with lifetime in

the order of several hours). In all experiments, the degradation of the

electrode was successfully induced. As the sensors were positioned

within the hydrogel stack, their resistance steadily increased over

time, that is signal changes due to a temperature increase or decrease

are superimposed by the drift‐based signal change.

To counteract this behavior, next steps might focus on optimizing

the substrate properties or targeting the protective layers. Water

permeability of silk fibroin or PLA should be reduced by selecting

additives. Thicker protective layers could increase the lifetime, but

might carry the risk of brittle sensor structures. Alternative

biocompatible and bioabsorbable materials should be studied, too.

In particular, hydrophobic materials such as a carbon layer or wax

could significantly delay the biodegradation of the Mg resistor.

Nonetheless, the presented work highlights PLA, silk fibroin, Mg and

MgO as suitable “building blocks” for bioabsorbable sensors. Their

versatile properties make them an excellent choice for future

implantable and transient sensor devices. However, their application

is not limited to the medical sector. In particular, the bio‐based,

renewable nature of PLA and silk‐fibroin make them an interesting

alternative substrate to replace conventional fuel‐based plastics. The

proposed sensor systems might also be used for environmental

surveillance or even replace nonrecyclable disposable thermometers,

thus supporting a future circular economy.
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